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A Hierarchically Structured Ni(OH)2 Monolayer Hollow-Sphere
Array and Its Tunable Optical Properties over a Large Region**

By Guotao Duan, Weiping Cai,* Yuanyuan Luo, and Fengqiang Sun

1. Introduction

Hollow-sphere structures, ranging from carriers and contain-
ers[1,2] to microreactors,[3,4] have recently received considerable
attention because of their novel interior geometry and surface
functionality.[1–14] This allows many applications in drug deliv-
ery,[7] food and cosmetic industries,[8] biotechnology,[9] photoca-
talysts,[10] and photonic devices.[11] The success of these applica-
tions strongly relies on the material and the size of the hollow
sphere, and also on the fine structure of the spherical shells.
Hierarchically structured hollow spheres with the shell com-
posed of nanosized building blocks (e.g., nanoparticles, nano-
rods, or nanosheets) should be of great importance to the next
generation of nanodevices. Recently, fabrication of hierarchi-
cally structured nanoarchitectures has been a research hotspot.
By a mild hydrothermal process, some groups have fabricated
various hierarchically structured hollow spheres with nanopar-
ticles, nanorods, or nanosheets as building blocks.[15–20] How-
ever, the work on morphology- and size-controlled formation
needs to be continued for novel properties and applications.

In the past years, patterned arrays induced by colloidal-
monolayer lithography have received much attention, due to

their potential applications in catalysis, photonic crystals, and
optoelectronic devices.[21–29] It is important in the design of
novel nanodevices to assemble hierarchically structured hollow
spheres into ordered arrays, since such organized structures
combine the merits of nanosized materials and patterned
arrays. However, besides hierarchical porous arrays,[11] there
are few reports of hollow-sphere arrays where the shells are
composed of 1D or 2D fine nanostructures.

Here, we report the fabrication of hierarchical Ni(OH)2

monolayer hollow-sphere arrays with a fine structure of nano-
flakelets by an electrochemical strategy based on a polystyrene
(PS) sphere colloidal monolayer. The structure and morphol-
ogy can easily be controlled. Importantly, under perpendicular
incidence of a light beam, such hierarchically structured hol-
low-sphere arrays have demonstrated a tunable optical trans-
mission stop band in the visible–near-IR (vis–NIR) region from
455–1855 nm, depending on the hollow-sphere size and the fine
structure. The arrays exhibit a nearly incident-angle-indepen-
dent position of the stop band, which 3D photonic crystals do
not possess. This should be of great significance for applica-
tions in optical devices, photonic crystals, nanoscience, and
nanotechnology.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Hierarchically Structured Monolayer Hollow-Sphere
Arrays

Based on a PS colloidal monolayer on indium tin oxide
(ITO) glass and electrochemical deposition in 1 M NiNO3, a
Ni(OH)2 monolayer hollow-sphere array can be obtained. Fig-
ure 1A–C shows the morphology of the as-prepared samples
(different size of PS for Fig. 1A and 1C) after removal of the
PS monolayer by dissolution in CH2Cl2. It can be seen that the
microspheres are uniformly packed into an array with hexago-
nal symmetry. The periodicity, i.e., the central distance between
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The fabrication of a hierarchically structured Ni(OH)2 monolayer hollow-sphere array with the shell composed of building
blocks of nanoflakelets is demonstrated based on a colloidal monolayer and electrochemical deposition. The morphology can
be easily controlled by the colloidal monolayer and deposition parameters. Importantly, such monolayer hollow-sphere array
shows a morphology- and size-dependent tunable optical transmission stop band. This stop band can be easily tuned from 455–
1855 nm by changing the size of the hollow spheres between 1000 and 4500 nm, and also fine-adjusted by changing the deposi-
tion time. The array exhibits a nearly incident-angle-independent position of the stop band that 3D photonic crystals do not
possess. This structure may have potential applications in optical devices, photonic crystals, and sensors for gas detection.
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the adjacent spheres in the array, can be controlled by the size
of the PS used (see Fig. 1A and C). The local magnification
shows that the spheres in the array have a hierarchical struc-
ture (see Fig. 1B). The spheres are composed of massive ultra-
thin sheets or nanoflakelets (or nanowall) nearly vertical to the
spherical surface, showing high specific surface area. For refer-
ence, electrochemical deposition was also carried out on the
ITO-glass substrate without the PS template, showing only a
film consisting of net- or wall-like arranged nanoflakelets
(nearly vertical standing) (see Fig. 1D). The corresponding
X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra show that the as-deposited
samples are a-nickel hydroxide with lattice parameters
a = 3.09 Å and c = 22.11 Å (as shown in Fig. 2).

For determination of the structural formula of such a-nickel
hydroxide, IR spectra and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
were carried out on the as-deposited monolayer hollow-sphere

array based on PS (2 �m in diameter) colloidal monolayer
(deposition time: 100 min). The corresponding measurements
are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The IR spectrum includes
i) a broad peak centered around 3420 cm–1 corresponding to
interlamellar water and OH-bond vibration, ii) absorption at

2424 and 2356 cm–1 due to CO2 in air, iii) absorptions in the
range of 1000–1500 cm–1 due to intercalated anions NO3

–, and
iv) absorptions at 648 and 485 cm–1 due to the Ni–O–H bend-
ing and Ni–O stretching vibrations, respectively. Then the
composition of the hollow spheres can be marked with the
approximate formula Ni(OH)x(NO3)2–x·yH2O,[30] in which
the values of x and y can be determined from the TGA curve
as x = 1.693 and y = 0.117,[30] so the formula becomes
Ni(OH)1.693(NO3)0.307·0.117H2O.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) examination
shows that the microspheres are hollow in interior (see
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Figure 1. Typical FE-SEM images of the as-deposited samples. The size of
the PS spheres and the deposition time are A) 2 lm and 100 min, and
C) 1 lm and 60 min, respectively. D) No PS spheres used and 60 min de-
position time, B) a local enlarged image of A.
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Figure 2. XRD spectra of ITO-glass (curve a) and the as-deposited sam-
ples (curves b–d). The PS sphere size and the deposition time are b) no
PS used and 60 min, c) 1 lm and 60 min, and d) 2 lm and 100 min, re-
spectively (indexes correspond to a-Ni(OH)2).
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Figure 3. IR spectrum of the as-deposied Ni(OH)2 hollow-sphere array
based on a PS (2 lm in diameter) colloidal monolayer (deposition time:
100 min).
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Figure 4. TGA curve of the sample corresponding to Figure 3.
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Fig. 5A), which means that the shell layer of the sphere con-
sists of incompact-arranged nanoflakelets. The selected-area
electron diffraction (SAED) pattern reveals that the flakelet is
not an intact single crystal because of weak diffraction rings

penetrating the diffraction spots, according to the nature of
a-Ni(OH)2.[20] However, both the diffraction spots and rings
show that the flakelet has an orientation with the planar sur-
face perpendicular to the c-axis (see inset in Fig. 5B).

The hollow structure can more clearly be seen in the edge re-
gion of the sample shown in Figure 1A, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 6. There are many broken hollow spheres. Also, we can see
that Ni(OH)2 grows both on the place of the substrate without
PS and along PS in the PS colloidal monolayer. Such hollow-

sphere monolayer can be detached from the substrate by a
blade, as illustrated in Figure 7A, corresponding to the sample
in Figure 1A and partial disconnection of the hollow-sphere
monolayer. After detachment of the hollow-sphere layer, a
layer of Ni(OH)2 with bowl-like pore array is left on the ITO
substrate because of the geometry of polystyrene (see Fig. 7B).
Obviously, the thickness of the pore array is much smaller than

the radius of the PS spheres, indicating that the growth on ITO
will be depressed after formation of a net-like film in the pres-
ence of the PS colloidal monolayer.

Further experiment reveals that the deposition time is very
important to form the hollow-sphere arrays with hierarchical
structure, as shown in Figure 8. For the template with PS
spheres of 2 lm, a short deposition time (30 min) only induces
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Figure 5. TEM images of the as-deposited sample shown in Figure 1A.
A) Detached layer of the hollow-sphere array, B) a single nanoflakelet. In-
set in B: SAED pattern corresponding to B.

Figure 6. FE-SEM image in the edge region for the sample shown in Fig-
ure 1A.

Figure 7. FE-SEM images of the sample shown in Figure 1A with A) partial
detachment and B) after full detachment of the hollow-sphere array.

Figure 8. FE-SEM images of ordered Ni(OH)2 arrays based on a PS (2 lm
in diameter) colloidal monolayer. The deposition times are A) 30 min,
B) 50 min.
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a ring-like array of Ni(OH)2 on the ITO substrate (see
Fig. 8A), meaning nucleation and growth starts at the sites be-
tween the PS spheres and the substrate. Increasing the deposi-
tion time to 50 min, an ordered bowl-like pore array was
formed (see Fig. 8B). We can also see the net-like film at the
interstitial sites among the PS spheres (inset of Figure 8B),
which demonstrated that the film growth on the ITO substrate
was finished before the complete formation of hollow spheres.
After formation of the hollow-sphere array, when further in-
creasing the deposition time, the shell of the hollow spheres be-
come denser with more nanoflakelets. In addition, it is shown
that the formation of hollow, structured spheres was sensitive
to the cathodic deposition current density (J). With J increasing
from 1.2 to 2.0 mA cm–2, a uniform hollow-sphere array cannot
be obtained but only an aggregation of nanoflakelets is ob-
tained (see Fig. 9). Also, too small deposition current densities
are not appropriate due to the low deposition efficiency.

2.2. Formation Mechanism

Formation of a-Ni(OH)2 by electrochemical reaction was
studied in earlier work.[30,31] The metal Ni2+ ions in the solution
react with OH–, which was produced by the reduction of NO3

–

close to the cathode, forming Ni(OH)2, according to the fol-
lowing reactions:

NO3
– +H2O + 2e– → NO2

– + 2 OH– (1)

Ni2+ + 2 OH– → Ni(OH)2 (2)

In the reaction process, Ni cannot form because the reac-
tion potential of Ni2+ to Ni is much more negative than that
of NO3

– to NO2
– (–0.23 V versus 0.01 V).[31] It has been

reported that negatively charged PS can be covered with a
smooth inorganic layer by the hydrolysis of metal ions.[32]

The PS used in our experiment was also negatively charged.
The Ni(OH)2 formed by Equations 1 and 2 will subse-
quently deposit or nucleate on both the ITO substrate and
the interstitial sites between the PS and the substrate. For
the latter, deposition along the PS surface takes place, lead-
ing to a final spherical shell, as schematically illustrated in
Figure 10.

Since the Ni(OH)2 crystal has a layered structure of the CdI2

type, which shows the weak interaction between layers and the
strong binding within the layered planes, that is, the surface en-
ergy of the layered (001) plane is the lowest. Nickel hydroxide
will preferentially grow along the layered plane after the for-
mation of its nuclei. Also, due to the directional deposition un-
der the electrical potential, only nuclei oriented with their
(001) plane vertical to the substrate and the PS surface will
grow preferentially, leading to the final formation of a wall-like
fine structure of Ni(OH)2 nanoflakelets nearly vertical to the
substrate and the PS surface (see Fig. 10). It should be men-
tioned here that partial NO3

– anions and H2O molecules will
be inserted into the Ni(OH)2 layers during electrodeposition,
forming the a-type structure.

As for the effect of J, obviously, a high J value is non-benefi-
cial to the preferential deposition due to the fast deposition
rate. In the case of J = 2.0 mA cm–2, homogeneous nucleation
takes place close to the electrode, and as such Ni(OH)2 grew
into the aggregation of nanoflakelets without hollow spheres
(see Fig. 9).
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Figure 9. A) FE-SEM images of a Ni(OH)2 hierarchical structure electrode-
posited with a cathodic current density 2 mA cm–2 and 100 min without
template; B) local image of (A). The existence of a PS colloidal monolayer
also shows a similar morphology. Even when decreasing the deposition
time a hollow-sphere array can still not be obtained at this cathodic cur-
rent density.

Figure 10. Schematic illustration for the formation of a hierarchical
Ni(OH)2 hollow-sphere array. A,C) schematic initial and final state, re-
spectively; B) schematic growth process.
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2.3. Tunable Optical Transmission Stop Band

The prepared monolayer hollow-sphere array demonstrates
tunable optical properties in a large region. Figure 11 shows
optical transmission spectra with the incident light aligned per-
pendicularly to the as-prepared Ni(OH)2 samples on ITO. A
size-dependent optical transmission stop band exists in the

hierarchically structured hollow-sphere arrays, which red-shifts
in over a large range from 455–1595 nm with an increase in size
of the hollow spheres in the array from 1000–4500 nm. For the
hollow-sphere array based on the 4500 nm PS spheres, in addi-
tion to the main stop band around 1595 nm, there is another
weaker band located around 700 nm together with a shoulder
at 450 nm. As we know, the periodicity of the array is con-
trolled by the size of the PS spheres, we can thus easily adjust
the optical transmission stop band in a large region from the
visible to near-IR region simply by changing the size of the PS
spheres. In contrary, no such stop band is detected for the net-
like film (see curve a in Fig. 11 A corresponding to the sample
shown in Fig. 1D), or for the hierarchically structured pore ar-
ray (see curves a and f in Fig. 11B). This demonstrates that the

monolayer hollow-sphere structured array is crucial to produce
such tunable optical bands.

Interestingly, the position of the stop band can also be fine-
adjusted by tuning the deposition time without changing the
periodicity. An increase of the deposition time leads to a red-
shift of the band for the hollow-sphere arrays, as shown in cur-
ves b–e of Figure 11B, which could be due to the denser shell
of the hollow sphere. It means that we can very flexibly control
the optical transmission stop band in a large region, by control-
ling the size of the PS spheres for coarse tuning and changing
the deposition time for fine adjusting, which is undoubtedly im-
portant both in applications and in fundamental research.

Further experiments show that the position of the transmis-
sion stop band is almost independent of the incident angle h
(the angle between the incident light beam and the normal to
the sample plane). For the monolayer hollow-sphere array
based on the PS monolayer with 2000 nm spheres, the center
of the transmission stop band red-shifts less than 30 nm with a
change in the incident angle from 0° to 75°, as shown in Fig-
ure 12. This is quite small and almost negligible compared to
the changes observed for the stop band in 3D photonic crystals,
which is very sensitive to h according to[33–35]

mkmin = 2d(n2 – sin2h)1/2 (3)

where m is the order of the diffraction, kmin is the wavelength
of the stop band, n is the mean refraction index of the 3D crys-
tal, and d is the periodical constant along the normal of the
sample plane. It is well known that the h-dependence of the po-
sition of the stop band is a disadvantage of 3D photonic crys-
tals in applications. If one wants to prevent transmission of
light from any incident angle, a full photonic crystal with a h-in-
dependent stop band is needed. This is a challenge for 3D pho-
tonic crystals. The monolayer hollow-sphere array attained
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Figure 11. Optical transmission spectra of Ni(OH)2 samples on ITO glass
with the incident light perpendicular to the substrate.
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Figure 12. Optical transmission spectra of a Ni(OH)2 sample on ITO
glass with different incident angles (the angle between the incident light
and the normal to the sample plane, h). The sample was prepared by elec-
trodeposition with J = 1.2 mA cm–2 for 140 min based on a 2000 nm size
spheres PS monolayer. It has two clear transmission stop bands because
of first and second diffractions, which is beneficial to the understanding of
the shift of stop band.
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here could be a good candidate for this kind of applications as
it shows a h-independent stop band.

2.4. Equivalent Double-Layer Photonic Crystals

Generally, an optical transmission stop band will be found in
3D colloidal crystals (or inverse opal structures) but cannot be
produced in a 2D monolayer colloidal crystal. The monolayer
hollow-sphere array in our case, however, can equivalently be
considered as symmetrical double layers (top layer and bottom
layer) with inter-spacing d, as shown in Figure 13, indicating a
photonic crystal with two layers. Under perpendicular inci-
dence of a light beam (or h = 0, see Figure 13 A) Equation 3
can be written as mkmin = 2nd, where n corresponds to the mean
refractive index of the layers (consisting of sphere shell and in-

terstice). Although the exact values of n and d are unknown,
the d value should increase with a rise in the size of the PS
spheres, and n depends on the material species and structure of
the shell. Obviously, the denser the sphere shell (or the longer
the deposition time), the larger the n value. Thus, for the first-
order diffraction (m = 1), the transmission stop band should
red-shift with an increase in sphere size or deposition time (see
Fig. 11). Also, there should be a multiple relation between dif-
ferent diffraction orders (m = 1, 2, 3), which is in rough agree-
ment with the results (see curve d in Fig. 11). The slight devia-
tion may originate from wavelength-dependent optical
absorption of the Ni(OH)2, which superimposes on the trans-
mission spectra and hence changes the measured band position.

As for the h-independent stop band, it can be attributed to the
special structure of the hollow-sphere monolayer. Because of
the symmetry of the hollow spheres, for incident light with dif-
ferent h values, the d value should be similar (see Fig. 13B) and
thus the position of the stop band is almost independent of h.

3. Conclusions

We have demonstrated a hierarchical Ni(OH)2 monolayer
hollow-sphere array with the shells composed of massive nano-
flakelets by an electrochemical strategy based on a colloidal
monolayer. Such hierarchical hollow-sphere array shows a tun-
able optical transmission stop band in the vis–NIR region. It
can easily be tuned in a large region by the choice of PS sphere
size, and also fine-adjusted by adjusting the deposition time.
Importantly, this monolayer hollow-sphere array exhibits a
nearly incident-angle-independent position of the stop band,
which 3D photonic crystals do not possess. This hollow-sphere-
array structure that has been prepared by a low-cost and facile
method in a controlled process combines the merits of both
patterned arrays and nanocrystals (or nanoflakelets), and
maybe useful for a wide variety of potential applications in op-
tical devices, photonic crystals, nanoscience, and nanotechnol-
ogy. Among them could be a prime candidate of a full photonic
crystal with a h-independent stop band.

Since the position of the stop band is associated with n, the
factors influencing the n value will lead to a position change of
stop band. In our case, the hollow spheres with the shells com-
posed of massive nanoflakelets possess a high specific surface
area. Adsorption of environmental gases will occur on the sur-
face of nanoflakelets, which will lead to a change of the n value
and hence a shift of the stop band. It means that such mono-
layer hollow-sphere array with hierarchical structure could be
a good optical gas-sensor. Preliminary experiments have con-
firmed a significant shift of the stop band induced by exposure
to an alcohol atmosphere, and such shift can be recovered com-
pletely by subsequent heating at 100 °C in air (see Fig. 14). Al-
ternate exposure and heating show a reversible shift of the
band. Further work is in progress and will be reported on later.
It is because of the Ni(OH)2 present that we can produce the
hollow spheres with nanoflakelets. The monolayer hollow-
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Figure 13. Schematic illustration of the double-layer photonic crystal ap-
proximation for the hollow-sphere array. A) Incidence of light perpendicu-
lar to the sample plane (h = 0); B) aslant incidence of light (h > 0)
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Figure 14. Optical transmission spectra for the sample shown in Fig-
ure 12, with the incident light perpendicular to the substrate. After expo-
sure of the original sample to alcohol gas (in a sealed cup with alcohol)
for 30 min, the first and second stop bands red-shift more than 140 nm
and 100 nm, respectively (curve b). After subsequent heating at 100 °C for
1 h in air (curve c), the bands can be recovered completely.
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sphere array with hierarchical structure provides the practical
possibility of a new optical sensor for gas detection.

4. Experimental

Polystyrene (1 lm, 2 lm, and 4.5 lm in diameters) suspensions were
bought from Alfa Aesar Corporation. Glass substrates were cleaned
according to previously published procedures [21]. A 1 cm2 sized or-
dered colloidal monolayer was synthesized on the glass substrates by
spin-coating with a custom-built spin coater. Some ITO-glass substrates
were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone, ethanol, and distilled water for
30 min each. The monolayer on the glass substrate was integrally lifted
off and floated on the surface of distilled water in a cup, after which it
could be picked up using the ITO-glass substrate, as previously illus-
trated [25], followed by heating at 110 °C in an oven for 2 min to bond
the monolayer with the ITO substrate. The edges of the monolayer on
the ITO were covered by an aluminum frame and insulating tape, and
immersed into an electrolyte solution as a working electrode. The elec-
trolyte was composed of 1 M Ni(NO3)2 aqueous solution and its pH val-
ue was adjusted to 1.7 with nitric acid. A cleaned polycrystalline nickel
sheet was used as the auxiliary electrode. The distance between the
working electrode and the auxiliary electrode was about 6 cm. The
electrodeposition was carried out at 60 °C with a cathodic current den-
sity of 1.2 mA cm–2. After deposition, the monolayer was removed by
dissolution in CH2Cl2, and an ordered Ni(OH)2 hollow-sphere array
was thus obtained and characterized before heat treatment at 100 °C
for 1 h.

The as-prepared samples were examined by field-emission scanning
electron microscopy (FE-SEM) (Sirion 200) and TEM (JEM-200CX).
X-ray diffraction (XRD) was measured on a Philips X’Pert using
Cu Ka radiation (k = 0.15419 nm). TGA was carried out on a TA-50
thermal analyzer (Shimadzu) with a heating rate of 10 °C min–1. IR
transmission spectra were measured on a Nicolet model Imapact 400D
FTIR spectrometer (KBr pellets, 4 cm–1 resolution). The optical trans-
mission spectra were recorded at room temperature on a Cary 5E UV-
vis–NIR spectrophotometer in the wavelength range of 200–2500 nm.
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